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Newsbriefs 
Keeping Tabs on Kegs 
New York is the latest state to pass a keg reg-
istration law, which will hopefully crackdown on 
adults (21 years and over) providing minors with 
alcohol. The law requires a $75 deposit and the 
buyer must sign an affidavit agreeing they won't 
serve anyone underage. If the keg's owner doesn't 
comply enforcement officials can trace the keg's 
registration number back to its owner who would be 
prosecuted. Although Illinois hasn't adopted this 
law, the cities of Champaign, Macomb and 
Springfield have. It may only be a matter of time 
before Illinois joins the ranks of the 21 states 
already enforcing keg registration. 
New Expression Staff 
October 2003 
Recording Industry Bullies File 
Sharers 
Beware; the Recording Industry Association of 
America is coming after you, and the millions of 
other music downloaders. The RIAA has already 
sued 261 people, including a 12-year-old girl from 
New York, who settled out of court for $2,000 and a 
public apology. The RIAA was looking to charge her 
$150,000 for every 1,000 songs on her computer. 
NE wants to know what you think about the 
RIAA lawsuit and music downloading in general. 
Send us you comments to Audrey at editor@newex-
pression.org. 
CT A says we'll keep the change 
Tired of emptying your pockets looking for 
change to ride the bus in the morning. Well, the 
Chicago Transit Authority is helping you by possibly 
increasing its fare from $1 .50 to $2. It will be the 
first increase in 12 years. In 1991 , the fare 
increased by 25 cents. The CTA fare increase is 
opposed not only by regular riders but also Mayor 
Daley. CTA fare is already higher than the national 
average, $1 .24. 
If CTA proposes a fare hike, then residents are 
welcome to express their opinion at a meeting on 
October 30 at The Palmer House starting at 6 p.m. 
NE is just as willing to hear your thoughts, tell us 
your public transportation woes by sending an e-
mail to Audrey Galo at editor@newexpression.org 
Managing Editor: Audrey Galo, Northside College Prep 
Armed Teachers? 
Senate hopeful, Steven Rauschenberger, said 
teachers who feel the need to carry a firearm into 
their classrooms should have the right to do so if 
they are properly trained, according to a recent arti-
cle in the Chicago Tribune. 
A resident of Elgin, Rauschenberger has served 
in the Senate for ten years and is seeking re-elec-
tion. He was quoted as saying that as long as 
teachers have 37 hours of firearm training, 
undergo psychiatric evaluation, be certified and 
reviewed by local law enforcement officials, they 
should have the right to carry a concealed weapon 
into the classroom. 
Rauschenberger said the same should hold 
true for any individual who believes they work in a 
dangerous situation. Talk about discipline in the 
classroom. 
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From the Editor's Desk 
Hello! 
In all of life's crazy twists and 
turns we tend to think of only our prob-
lems and become detached from the 
stories we hear on the news or read in 
the paper. But stop and ask yourself 
thrs questron, how many people do you 
know that have been or are abused in 
therr homes? What have you done 
about ;t? Many people, including 
myself are oblivious that nearly three 
million reports of ch ld abuse were filed 
rn 2001 just in the U S . which works 
out to one incident every ten seconds. 
Child abuse IS a cancer on our 
.. _.._ _______ _.. socrety that's eating away children's 
rnnocence New Expressron is not 
afraid of approaching this subject and neither are its writers, especially 
one brave writer Jesse Hall , who Will recount hrs story of sexual abuse. 
Be sure to read about the city's help centers for abuse victims so that 
they don't become one of the three chrldren that dre every day from 
abuse in their homes. 
I welcome anyone who would like to share their problems, experi-
ences or life lessons wrth me, because I know that writrng can be a thera-
peutic experience. Write to editor@newexpression org 
Peace. 
SUNDAY OCTOBER 5, 2003 
Phooo by Jesse Ha!' Crane 
Marshall Field's on State Street recently sponsored a vertical fashion show. Instead 
of walking a runway, models walked down the side of the store. It was the first verti-
cal fashion show performed In America 
What's in NE this month? 
News 
How many seniors 
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Political Perspective 
Making the Case for School Choice 
By Haamid Xavier Johnson 
Georgetown University 
WASHINGTON-
The civil rights 
issue of the 21st 




for students in sub-
par performing 
schools today is 
tantamount to what 
ensuring equality 
meant for women 
and minorities in the 
1960s. The need to 
.. _________ _. improve our failing 
school systems 
across the country is very much prevalent in our 
society, and unless parents are given the discretion 
as to where their children attend school, it will be 
business as usual. 
School choice is defined as using taxpayers' 
dollars to give parents of students who attend faulty 
schools, the option to use a subsidy or monetary 
voucher to send their child to a private or parochial 
school. Vouchers provide sensible alternatives for 
many students, who would otherwise not have the 
opportunity to attend a tuition based school. 
Fortunately, Congress is taking the necessary 
steps to establish a pilot program in our nation's 
capital that will demonstrate the need for other cities 
and states to quickly follow suit. 
The U.S.House of Representatives recently 
passed a measure by a 209-208 vote, which would 
allocate $13 million to parents, whose children 
attend defective public schools in D.C. President 
Bush has suggested that he will sign the bill if it 
receives Senate approval. 
The Student Opportunity Scholarship Act of 
2003, according to the Washington Post, would give 
parents of the most horrendous -performing schools 
up to $7,500 per school year. The most eligible 
D.C. families are those that earn approximately 
$34,000 a year for a family of four. 
This subsidy could be used at any private or 
parochial school in the district that would accept it. 
Bush administration analysts say parents in the first 
ever federally funded voucher program will be able 
to choose from approximately 40 different schools, 
whose tuition cost the same or lower than $7,500. 
This Congressional legislation is reminiscent of 
"The need to improve our failing 
school systems across the coun-
try is very much prevalent in our 
society, and unless parents are 
given the discretion as to where 
their children attend school, it 
will be business as usual." 
the very successful measures that have flourished 
in Milwaukee, Cleveland, Arizona, Colorado, and 
Florida. Additionally, the progress and assessment 
of how those continuing programs have panned out 
in their respective locations point out that school 
choice drove competition, which in turn spurred dys-
functional schools to pursue innovative 
teaching methods. 
Overall, school choice is a good method of 
challenging and forcing public schools meeting low-
standards to think collaboratively with other school 
districts, when implementing curriculum. It will make 
NOVEMBER NE ESSAY QUESTION: 
those struggling schools aware that any of their stu-
dents could take "taxpayer" money away from the 
institution and spend it elsewhere. 
However, I am not advocating a national school 
voucher program. Although a $7,500 student 
stipend is the highest sum proposed thus far, a suc-
cessful voucher program would need to be adminis-
tered on a case by case level. Many opponents of 
school choice say the "education reform" debate 
should focus on improving public schools and not on 
taking money out of the system. 
But why should one focus on fixing public edu-
cation by debating about the current way of improv-
ing it, without pursuing or considering novel 
avenues to accomplish that goal. 
Jonathan Kozol, author of Savage Inequalities, 
devoted a section of his book to highlighting the 
injustices of an underachieving school in an impov-
erished city in proximity to southern Illinois. He 
writes, "Many of these children have no sense of 
something they belong to." This statement is a vivid 
representation of the situation that so many stu-
dents are in today, especially in our inner cities. 
Poor education, along with schools that indirect-
ly promote mediocrity, and a lack of motivation and 
empowerment for students to learn, are the key-
stones of many of our societal problems. 
However, by allowing parents the fundamental 
right to choose where their child is educated could 
alleviate so many concerns, such as worrying about 
whether the school their child attends is being 
held to high standards and rigorous accountability. 
School vouchers are not the panacea for curing 
all the ills facing low-caliber public school systems 
across the country. They will not even keep the doc-
tor (annual school board reviews and government 
assessments) away temporarily, but it's a prescrip-
tion worth trying. 
"Do you think police operated cameras placed in public parkways will reduce crime?" 
DECEMBER NE ESSAY QUESTION: 
"Should high school classes begin later in the day?" 
Essays must be 300-400 words. The ~op three ~ssays will be reprinted in the November and December issues with photos of the winners, who will receive $75, $50, and $25 respec-
tively. The teacher of the first place wmner rece1ves $25, too. All entries must include: 
1) Your full name 2) Home address 3) School name 4) Home phone number 5) The name of your teacher, if the essay was assigned. 6) All essays must be typed. Forget any of 
these, and your essay will be disqualified. 
Send the essays to: 
New Expression Essays 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago IL 60605 
Fax: (312) 922-7151 
e-mail: brentw@youth-comm.org 
Please make the subject line: "NE Essay Contest." 
Deadlines: November: October 27 by 5 pm. December: November 24 by 5 pm. 
No Exceptions. 
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News 
Seniors Feel Left Behind Despite "No Child Left Behind" Act 
Seniors from academically struggling schools worry about getting into college. 
By Erna Dzafic 
Amundsen High School 
H igh school seniors know that getting accepted 
into choice colleges and universities is a competitive 
process. That's why many seniors graduattng from 
academically struggling Chicago Public Schools are 
worried that their high school's academic standing 
will result in a mark against them when they apply 
for college. 
"I spend a lot of time worrying about college 
and how I will get into the school of my choice. 
Since, the colleges I will be applymg to are very 
selective I worry about being accepted," said Kektc 
Sanja, a senior at Amundsen High School, one of 
the city's academically struggling high schools. 
More than half of the high schools in the 
Chicago Public Schools system are considered 
struggling or as some critics say, "failing." Of the 95 
high schools in the system, 54 are failing to meet 
suitable academ1c levels as determined by the state. 
Schools placed on the academic watch list, or as 
the CPS refers to it "choice list." have failed to 
make adequate yearly progress for two consecutive 
years. 
Seniors from academically struggling schools 
were given an option to take advantage of a provi-
sion of the federal "No Child Left Behind'. Act, whtch 
allows students to transfer from academically trou-
bled schools into better schools. But the "choice" 
provision of the act which allows the transfers, has 
not worked so well in Chicago and across the coun-
try. Critics of the act say the government has not put 
the proper supports, such as money, in place to 
make the act effective. Arne Duncan public schools 
chief executive officer, is among those critics. Public 
school administrators trying to enact the prov1s1on 
have encountered numerous problems like last 
minute attempts to identify schools on the "chotce" 
list and the public's general confusion about the pol-
icy. 
11 We look to see if the student is 
involved in outside activities that 
have helped build leadership and 
skills. An example would be writing 
for a publication such as New 
Expression. Those kinds of activities 
are meaningful to us," 
-Andre Phillips, associate director of admissions. 
University of Chicago. 
" I didn't want to transfer because I found out 
about the policy very late. Plus, I didn't want to go 
to a new atmosphere for just one last year anyway," 
said Viqas Shah, a senior at Amundsen High 
School. 
www.newexpression.org 
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Sudents graduating from a high school considered "struggling" by the Chicago Public School system, like 
Amundsen, worry that their school's status may effect their chance to get into a good college. 
Some 270,000 Chtcago students were eligible 
for transfers th1s year but only 1,097 spots were 
available About 19,000 CPS students applied for 
the available spots and just over 500 students actu-
ally transferred to date, said a spokeswoman for the 
Chicago Public Schools.Sentors of strugglmg 
schools that dtd not transfer, for one reason or 
another, sa1d they feel left behind m a situation that 
will hamper their chances of gett1ng into a good 
school Some college administrators say that thetr 
concerns are valid. 
"Some schools do look at the academic caliber 
of the high schools. I think out of state schools 
aware of the watch list may take that into considera-
tion and make a judgement. I'm sure school admin-
istrators know that it is bad public relations to be on 
the list," said Gwen Kenelos, assistant vice-presi-
dent of enrollment at Roosevelt University in 
Chicago. 
Kenelos said that while Roosevelt University 
really does not track schools on the watch list, 
administrators for Roosevelt do keep an eye out for 
students coming from high schools that traditionally 
have a poor academic record. 
''We know that students from marginal schools 
will struggle in our institution," she said. 
Most college administrators said seniors should 
worry less about their school's overall performance 
and worry more about their own personal perform-
ance. 
''Kids from schools on the academic watch list 
are not at a disadvantage We're not gotng to hold 
that against them simply. We will consider the1r 
preparation for the courses. said Andre Phtlltps, 
assoctate director of admtsstons for the Umversity of 
Chtcago. 
Jon Boeckenstedt. assistant VIce-president of 
enrollment for DePaul University agrees. 
"Adm1ss1ons can be an tmperfect sc1ence It's 
best not to penalize a student for something that 
they can not control ," Boeckenstedt said. 
"Histoncally we have been about access to 
education . We deal with many first generations, low-
tncome students, several of whom come from 
schools on the watch list. Our admission process is 
not a rejection process. We look to admtt not reject 
unlike some colleges and universities,'' he said. 
While an individual's grades are important. high 
school students planning on going to college should 
also engage themselves 1n extra curricular activities 
that butld useful skills. 
"I want to convey that admissions are much 
more than just grades. We would look to see if the 
student is Involved in outside activities that have 
helped build leadership and skills. An example 
would be writing for a publication such as New 
Expression. Those kinds of activities are meaningful 
to us," Phillips said. 
October 2003 
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News 
Teens Demand Better Performance From School Security Guards 
By Brian Lewis 
St. Ignatius 
Teens from Chicago's Brighton Park community 
have mobilized to address issues regarding school 
security, particularly inappropriate behavior by 
school security guards. 
Chicago Youth United are drafting a proposal 
which they plan to submit later this year to the 
Chicago Public Schools asking for additional training 
and higher standards for hiring school security 
guards. 
"The security guards are unprofessional," says 
Bi-shun Zeng, a senior at Whitney Young High 
School. Zeng is also an active member of the CYU. 
"I have heard stories about security guards smoking 
with the kids, clowning around with them, allowing 
them to have liquor, and flirting with the girls," Zeng 
said. 
Mike Vaughn, a spokesperson for the CPS 
department of communications saysCPS has taken 
a close look at 44 high schools across the city that 
have security guards and believes the security sys-
tem currently in place is "working and effective." 
But members of the CYU insist that the security 
guards need more training. 
"I have heard stories 
about security guards 
smoking with the kids, 
clowning around with 
them, allowing them to 
h~ve liquor, and flirting 
with the girls," 
Bi-shun Zens. Chicago Youth United 
"Some of the guards are graduating from high 
school and coming right back to the schools where 
they graduated to run security. There needs to be 
an age limit to keep this from happening," said Tay 
Collins. a junior at Schurz High School and a mem-
ber of the CYU. 
There are no age requirements for being a 
school security guard, according to information pro-
vided by the CPS. One qualification that ties into 
age ts that guards must be high school graduates or 
hold a G.E.D. Criminal background checks are con-
ducted on all security guards, Vaughn said . 
The CYU will ask that a minimal hiring age of 
21 be set when hiring security guards and that 
guards wear nametags. 
www. newexpression. orq 
The CYU has been voicing their concerns 
about school security to CPS officials since 
February 2002. 
Since then the group has met with CPS officials 
on various occasions to talk about safety issues. 
The group organized when two organizations, The 
Brighton Park Youth Council and Blocks Together 
decided to combine their efforts to better their 
scr.ools and community. 
The group has scheduled another meeting with 
Chicago Public School officials for this month. The 
group will continue to hold such meetings until they 
develop an official proposal for submission to the 
Chicago Public Schools, which they hope will be 
finalized by December. Until the proposal is submit-
ted the CYU intends to interview students from vari-
ous high schools in order to get a better picture of 
school security issues. 
Vaughn said CPS officials take the Brighton 
Park group's complaints seriously. 
"We want to know what they have to say," he 
said. Vaughn said studenfs who have complaints 
about security guards in their schools should notify 
their principal. Guards in the public schools are 
hired by the principals or the Bureau of Safety, a 
division of the CPS. 
"If an individual still has concerns about a secu-
rity guard after speaking with their principal then 
they can contact the Bureau of Safety," Vaughn 
said. The phone number for the Bureau of Safety is 
(773) 553-6900. 
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New Soldier Field 
New Era Kicks off at Rennovated Soldier Field 
By Dahomy Dockery 
Thornridge High School 
From fireworks and a sky diving show to a mili-
tary 21-gun salute, the Sept. 27 re-dedicatton of 
SoldteF Field Stadium to U.S. war veterans was a 
spectacular event for the thousands that attended 
"lt is a memorial to the men and women of the 
Armed Forces of the past and present." said Mayor 
Richard M. Daley. 
Daley said that the two-year, $682 million effort 
to renovate the stadium was well worth it 
"Chicago IS bold, unconventional, and looks to 
the future. The new Soldier Field adds valuable 
parkland to our lakefront. To the many workers who 
got the job done, thank you .Go Bears!" Daley said 
Ald. Madeline Hatthcock (2nd Ward). Mana 
Saldana (Pres. and CEO of the Chtcago Park 
District), Major General Joseph E Kelley (U .S Air 
Force) , Ted Phillips ( Pres. and CEO of the Chtcago 
Bears) and Sen. Rtchard Durbtn, JOined Daley 1n cel-
ebrating the unveiling of the stadium 
There were great sights and sounds at the cer-
emony. The Golden Knights of the U.S Atr Force 
performed a perfect skyd1v1ng routine and presented 
Daley with a special flag that was flown at the 
Bears' first home game against Green Bay. 
Another mtlitary group performed the "Mtss~ng 
Man" flight formation to honor the men and women 
who lost their lives in war. The Great Lakes Navy 
Band and the Chtcago Children's Choir performed 
the Star Spangled Banner and God Bless Amenca 
and bagpipers played during the official cutting of 
the ribbon ceremony. 
The city was out in full force most of the Bears 
fans were sporting Brian Urlacher Jerseys and 
booed Phillips, who said he could not promise fans 
a winmng season. 
The new Soldier Fteld is expected to gross 
about $10 million for the parks all around the city, 
$1 00 million for the lakefront campus and $140 mtl-
lion for minority and women owned businesses, city 
officials satd 
While some critics of the new stadium say reno-
vating it was a waste of tax payer's money a 
spokesman for the mayor's office said, "Soldier 
Field is not taking taxes. It is adding to the econom-
ic communtty." 
City officials and architects agreed that the sta-
dium was in need of a major revamp do to the struc-
tures deteriorattng condition 
New attractions at Soldier Field Include a sled-
ding hill with a snow making machtne, and 17 acres 
of new park land that includes a children's garden, 
winter garden, memorial water wall , terraced park, 
and a recreational area. 
Other features include two monstrous video 
screens located near the end-zones of the field, a 
gift shop, an entertainment lounge called the 
Cadillac Club, and 61,500 seats; 15,000 of which 
are closer to the football field than at any other sta-
www.newexpression.org 
dium in the country. 
A glass wall curves 
for 620 yards around the 
stadtum and creates an 
almost spaceship like 
appearance from the out-
side 
The contemporary 
structure which in es-
sence. is housed by the 
ongtnal structure 
has 640 speakers pow-
ered by 500,000 watts of 
power for ulttmate sound 
Wtthln the Bears 
locker rooms is a x-ray 
room, Jacuzzt room, spa, 
11 televtston monttors 
and a locker room for 
assistant coaches 
In November. city 
offictals wtll unvetl a 
sculpture dedicated to 
war veterans tttled "A 
Tribute to Freedom " 
The stadium was 
originally built in 1924 
as the Grant Park 
Muntctpal Stadtum It 
was renamed Solider 
Field in 1925 in honor 
of the veterans of W W 
I 
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• Loyola embraces the 450-year-old Jesutt tradition of academic 
excellence. Our more than 150 academic programs are taught 
by an esteemed faculty. 97% of whom hold the highest degree 
in their field 
• Loyola follows the Jesuit model by providing individual care 
for its students and by encouraging their intellectual, spiritual, 
soctal and physical growth. 
• Loyo•a connects students to metropolitan Chtcago. where they 
can take advantage of numerous Internships, cultural events, 
city parks, lakefront beaches and much more. 
• Loyola fosters a world orientation through study abroad 
and service learntng projects. whtch help students respect 
dtverstty and discover how their talents can help make the 
world a better place. 
LOYOLA 
~ . ~ UNIVERSITY ~ q CHICAGO 
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William H. Wells Community 
Academy 
Giving a dog a biscuit for good behavior only 
works when training. But what is the end result? 
Once the biscuits run out the dog will keep waiting 
for more and more and once they stop receiving the 
treats they will stop acting the way they were trained 
to act. 
I feel if students are offered prizes for good 
attendance, schools won't change. A lot of children 
already have it drilled in their heads that they either 
want to go to school or they don't. Take a high 
school student for instance; they wouldn 't care for 
prizes. They think that they already know what they 
want. Even if the prizes were worthwhi le; probably 
the only students that would care and try to get the 
prizes are those that already have good attendance. 
The difference in their thinking is that they would 
know that at the end of the month they would 
receive a prize. 
I have noticed that the prob:ems with some of 
today's teenagers is that many have little or no moti-
vation in school. Although I believe that any incen-
tive to motivate students would be great, giving out 
rewards will only help those students who deserve it 
and not those who are just going to school for the 
prize. 
I feel good attendance is only important when 
the students stnve to learn during class. The child is 
not being helped by going to school for a prize. 
What are they getting out of it? When they are in 
school what are they getting? Are they learning? Are 
they involved in extracurricular activities? Are they 
on the Honor Roll? Or are they the same students 
who show up for division but then leave school 
afterwards? Are they the ones who wonder the hall-
ways looking for trouble? If they are the lost child in 
the hallway, or the no show after division, then 
should they deserve a reward? 
Bribing new students and keeping them in 
school might just lower the standards of the school 
rather than improving them. ' 
If children are going to get rewarded they 
should be rewarded only through learning the long-
term award of showing up to class. The only gift that 
should be given in school is the gift of learning. 
Bri~ing a child will only narrow their thinking into 




William H. Wells Community 
·Academy 
G iving students prizes for good attendance will 
www. newexpression. orq 
Essay Question: Do you think offering prizes to students will help 
improve school attendance? 
bring about two results. It will make students come 
to school, as long as they know they are going to 
get a prize and it will teach them that they do not 
have to do anything unless they get something out 
of it. It will not, however, improve school attendance. 
The students who come to school everyday will con-
tinue to come to school everyday. The students who 
don't come to school will not start coming just 
because they get tickets to some game they don't 
want to go to or a $25 gift certificate to a store that 
sells clothing they would not be caught dead in. 
It's been my experience that students who don't 
come to school fall into two groups. The first group 
consist of students and parents who don't care 
about education . The second group consist of stu-
dents who cannot come to school because of other 
responsibilities. If a gift certificate is waved in front 
of students in the first group, they will come for a 
couple of days, but if they oversleep one day, they 
are not eligible for prizes and will fall back into their 
old routine. If tickets are waved in front of students 
in the second group, they will reject the offer and 
in~tead take care of their infant siblings, or their own 
chrldren. If told that they will be given a certificate 
they will laugh and ask if they can be traded for dia-
pers or medicine. 
Furthermore, what hap-
pens when there are no 
more gift certificates? No 
more tickets? Students will 
be clamoring for their divi-
dend, maybe even threaten 
to miss school every day 
unless they get something. 
Yeah, that'll raise attendance 
records. 
I am not arguing that 
offering rewards for atten-
dance is a bad idea, or that 
it might not give some stu-
dents incentive to come to 
school. It will certainly be a 
good reward for those stu-
dents who come to school 
every day. Those students 
who do come to school with-
out any incentive will , I'm 
sure, welcome the reward . 
Want to earn 
money for 
your opinion? 
See how on 
page4 
They will not, however, 
come to school any more or 
any less than they already 
do. 
EDUCATION IN T H E ARTS 
Tickets or a certificate 
really do not provide much 
incentive. Perhaps CPS 
ought to start thinking some-
thing m,ore along the lines of 
a laptop computer, or a 
scholarship. 
S 8 y it f Columbta College Chicago b the col lege to help ycu express yourself. Smce 1890. 
Columbta has been a part of Chtcago·s cultural landscape and ts the premter 
school tn the natton for studyrng the Visual. Performmg and Media Arts. Through 
our faculty of dtst tn~Utshed creattve professionals. Columbia College Chicago wtll 
gtvc you the educatiOn to express yourself and the connections to get started in 
your f,eld-ro say It so that otflers w/1/ ltsten! 
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College Days 
Preparing for college is more than choosing a school 
By NE staff 
It you are in your first or last year of high 
school, it is never too early or late to start preparing 
for college. The right classes and good grades are 
just the beginning of the process. There are other 
factors to consider before deciding where to go and 
what to study. 
Courses 
It is 1mportant to consider what types of courses 
are required for the college students w1sh to attend. 
Certain types of colleges look for specific courses 
when examining applicant's transcripts. For exam-
ple, the minimum requirements for a first-year-appli-
cant to the University of Illinois' College of Liberal 
Arts & Science is: 4 years English, 2 to 31/2 years 
Math Depending on other Science Courses, 2 years 
Social Stud1es. 
Other colleges may requ1re more math and SCI-
ence, for example, for students wishing to study 
Laboratory Sciences. Cons1der takmg Advanced 
Placement (AP) courses, beyond gettmg a good 
grade, the benefit 1s colleges see that a student took 
challenging classes Your high school counselor 
should have 1nformat1on about the Advanced 
Placement Program 
Questions for Your Guidance 
Counselor 
A counselor can be a good source of Informa-
tion in preparing for the college application process. 
They can provide you with course adv1ce standard-
ized test preparation and most Important career 
and education options. These questions can help 
get the information you need. 
Are there any special scholarships or awards 
that I should know about and how can work toward 
them? 
What are the required courses for graduation? 
What courses does he/she recommend for 
college prep? 
Do you have college handbooks or guides that I 
can borrow? 
What kinds of grades do different colleges 
require? 
Do you have any forms I need to apply for 
financial aid? 
Use these quest1ons to beg1n a conversation 
w1th your counselor, ask as many quest1ons as 1t 
takes to get the information you are looking for. 
Grode Point Average 
Stud1es show that application for freshman col-
lege admiSSIOn has nsen within the last 10 years 
making the admissions process more selective 
Research est1mates that there can be as many as 
15 applications for every available slot at a highly 
selective college This is not necessarily bad news 
While some colleges have become more selective 
plac1ng more weight on high school grades other 
colleges have open admissions requiring only a high 
school diploma. 
There is no rule for what colleges consider 
~.newexpression.ort} 
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more, but most agree that for selective colleges, the 
high school transcript is among the most important. 
Other factors for selective schools include· courses 
taken, recommendations. ethnicity, application 
essays, geographic location, class rank, extracurric-
ular activities, maJor in the college applied to, spe-
Cial skills or talents 
Tests 
What type of tests do the school you plan to 
apply for reqwe? Once you answer th1s question, 
you can start to prepare for the test. Whether the 
SAT or ACT. standardized tests are a commonly 
used method of rank:ng applicants 
The Importances of the scores vary between 
colleges but 1n most cases. test scores play a signif-
icant role in the admissions process 
Extracurricular Activities 
When 1t comes to extracurncular act1vit1es. col-
leges prefer quality to quantity Community service 
demonstrates civic responsibility wh1le playing a var-
Sity sport demonstrates discipline and an ab1hty to 
work towards a common goal. Workmg also demon-
strates a level of maturity and responsibility but stu-
dents should be careful 
not to let their grades 
suffer. working while in 
high school should 
enhance the academic 
record rather than hav-
Ing a negat1ve effect on 
grades. Gettmg 
involved in arts, travel-
mg. or tak1ng college 
level courses are also 
ways to enhance what 
is on your academ1c 
record 
The quality of par-
ticipation is more impor-
tant than the number of 
activ1ties. Dedicating 
several years to one 
act1v1ty and advancing 
to a leadership position 
is better than joining 
and later qu1tting sever-
al activ1t1es 
Who Are You? 
When cons1denng 
what colleges to apply 
to, students should 
have some sense of 
who they are and where 
they want to go in life 
Answenng the following 
quest1ons honestly can 
help to narrow the 
choices of schools you 
want to apply to. 
What kind of grades do I have? 
Do I work hard or am I satisfied just getting by? 
What are my talents, skills, or interests? 
What do I value most? 
Why do I want to go to college? 
Once you answer these questions. start a con-
versation with a guidance counselor. 
Resources 
The College Board (www collegboard.com) -A 
nonprofit association over 1 00-years-old that pro-
vides services and programs 1n college admissions, 
gUidance. assessment, financ1al a1d, and enrollment. 
The Pnnceton Rev1ew (www.princetonre-
VIew.com) - Publisher of various test preparation 
books as well as college guides. 
U S Department of Education Free Application 
For Student Fmanc1al A1d (www fafsa ed govl) -
Online gu1de to student financ1al a1d Walks appli-
cant through financial a1d process 
Fastweb com- Online resource for locating grants 
scholarships and other financial a1d for college 
Kaplan Parents Gu1de to College AdmiSSions -
Second Ed1tion" - $14 00 
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Teens Mean Business 
Youth In Motion 
By Adrian Anguiano 
Columbia College 
The funny thing about the expression "when 
opportunity knocks" is that it implies that opportunity 
comes to you. Now I know your type, yeah that's 
right you. You're the type that wait's at home, wait-
ing for opportunity like you'd wa1t for a plumber, 
allowing it to arrive between 9 and 11 in the morn-
ing, meanwhile you sit there, waiting, leaving things 
up to chance, and I am here today to tell you .. . that 
that's okay! Well, not the waiting at home part but 
having a chance as a factor in your future. I have a 
ta le to regal you with, a little ditty, involving a young 
lad who one day just showed up. Allow me to start 
at the beginning ... 
My name is Adrian Anguiano, I am 18 years 
old. I have just graduated from Whitney Young and 
shall continue the pursuit of knowledge at Columbia 
College Chicago. I did pursue knowledge and there 
is one thing I can tell you, if you pursue knowledge 
you will find it. It all started one day when a friend of 
mine told me about a digital photography summer 
program he was going to attend at the Community 
Film Workshop of Chicago. It sounded intriguing, 
and it was something that I was interested in. 
Unfortunately for me the enrollment forms were 
already due. Regardless, I decided to go in the next 
day, with or without a form and enroll. Well long 
story short, they took me in with open arms and 
though my friend left the next week I stayed with it. 
In fact, I stayed with it, four years, class after 
class, all free thanks to the Community Film 
Workshop. I learned digital photography, animation, 
computer 3-D art, video, video editing, as well as 
16mm film and the usage and processes of film 
accessories and equipment, used programs includ-
ing PhotoShop, AfterAffects, Premiere, 
CommotionDV, and Final Cut Pro, all of which I 
would not have had access to, or instruction of, 
without the help of Community Film Workshop. 
It came to the attention of my peers and I that 
our video skills could be "financially" handy, knowing 
full well that non-profit organizations would love to 
have skilled youth tape events for less than they'd 
pay other "professional" services. With our ability in 
video it seemed only right to decide that we'd use 
the facilities of the workshop and create a video 
enterprise called Youth in Motion. Now that we had 
a service we needed a face to go with the name, so 
I created the logo, business card, and letterhead, 
later followed by T-shirts. 
So what does Youth in Motion do exactly? We 
get in touch with the community, and capture it for 
all to see. Most clients come to us, simply through 
word of mouth, others we find through connections, 
such as an organization. With such clients as the 
Chicago Department on Aging, Phoebe's Place, and 
www.newexpression.org 
'Treps. Teenaged entrepreneurs have their own name, their own style, and their own understanding of what 
it means to make it on their own. Each month, New Expression will be running our '"Treps" page sharing 
stories of how teens are making it and what it takes to be a truly successful entrepreneur, because TEENS 
MEAN BUSINESS. 
the Museum of Contemporary Art, we get in touch 
with what's going on around us. I've met so many 
interesting people on site, interviewing sometimes at 
the request of the client, I once talked to a lady that 
worked with the Three Stooges and questioned her 
about the talented trio. The clients ask us to utilize 
the knowledge we have gained through instruction 
to videotape events. Run by a group of youth, we go 
on site to tape, set up the equipment, establish the 
situation, and then take charge. Upon completion 
we take it back to the workshop to use the comput-
ers to edit the work, and put it on VHS so you can 
make copies of your work, for them, and you. This 
equipment can also be loaned out to you to allow for 
personal projects to allow your creativity to be 
noticed. 
I have a few works under my belt, including 
video shorts, and one film short. "Why a Raven is 
Like a Writing Desk ... " which stars solely me in a 
black and white psychological video, done only by 
me. The video includes accordion playing done by 
yours truly, and has been shown publicly. Thanks to 
Youth in Motion I wi ll be able to make full use of the 
Community Film Workshop's instruments. 
I want to be a filmmaker, and that is exactly 
what I'm doing. But my pursuit of knowledge does 
not end here. Community Film Workshop was there 
for me, they gave the information I needed, and the 
chance to use it. Youth in Motion is a business, a 
youth run business that is still growing. 
What is the moral of this story? Well that you 
never know where or when you're going to meet 
opportunity, I met it the day I took the initiative to 
just show up that one day, the one day that has lead 
me to where I am today, and where I want to be in 
the future. So go out, take a walk, do what it is that 
really makes you happy and that chance will walk 
into the picture. But things won't be there if you just 
sit at home, because opportunity doesn't knock, it 
waits. 
If you are interested in infor-
mation on joining the Youth in 
Motion crew simply call ahead 
at the Community Film 
Workshop of Chicago (312) 
427-1245 and then come on in, 
we are located at 11 30 S. 
Wabash Suite #302. 
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Cooking Up an 
Internet Business 
By Audrey Galo 
Northside College Prep 
What's better than learning from your own mis-
takes? Learning from the mistakes of others, like 
young entrepreneur Geoff Cook, creator of high-
schoolstartups.com. 
Cook designed the site after the three years it 
took him to build his company CollegeGate.com. 
He hopes future entrepreneurs can use his advice 
and avoid all the costly mistakes that he has made. 
But "treps" beware; this site is only for those 
interested in starting Internet businesses. The start-
up guide is the most resourceful part of the site, 
since it contains all of Cook's business tips. He 
takes entrepreneurs step by step from selecting an 
idea to setting up an office. The guide has many 
unique articles like how to use your age as an 
advantage, and the best ways to court a prospective 
investor. 
Remember to visit the Featured Entrepreneurs 
section of the web-site to read inspiring success sto-
ries about teens around the nation. Be sure to click 
on the Community link to discuss entrepreneurial 
concerns with other teens or find an internship that 
can empower you with new business skills. 
The site is filled with great information however, 
the content is written in a factual textbook way so it 
can get boring. Don't let that stop you from visiting 
the site and learning from a 'trep's first hand experi-
ence of starting an Internet company and walking 
away with millions of dollars. 
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A teen's story of sexual abuse inthe home 
M I th · k I' uS h rt I ft b • "Dead Man Walking" came from a picture I ost peop e tn m 0 y a er elng drew of a man in the cemetery standing by his 
tombstone that read "Dead and gone, but not for 
crazy when I sign Jack on released from long." The relationship between my father and I is 
the mam reason I began seemg myself in a differ-
my poetry or art work. But prison my father's ent way and felt the need to change my name. 
h My father did not look like the type of person when I came up with t e behavl·or began to that would molest his own son or other children. 
While my father was molestmg me he never threat-
name for my alter ego ened to kill or harm me If I told anyone about what 
" h change He became he was doing Instead, my father said he would no 
"Dead Man Walking t ey . longer be InVOlved in my life I did not want to lose 
' verbally abusive myfatherdespitewhathewasdoingtome ! prom-thought I was dangerous. !Sed him that I would never tell I didn't tell anyone 
When I Was ten' my towards me and the for a long t1me what was gomg on because I did not know how to confront my mother with 1t and I also 
H f .1 It thought telling someone might result in me being father raped me. e rest Of my ami Y• takenawayfrommyfamily. Therewasalsoapart 
of me that was confused about what was happen-
molested me for five was around that ing because part of me enjoyed the physical con-
f I · d tact, even though I knew it was wrong. years My ather cat me t• th t h b a But there came a pomt where I had to tell 
. 1me a e eg n someone. I wanted the abuse to end and the pain I he was trying to teach me t• " was feeling to stop. 
I d m 0 I e s In g me The hate that built up inside of me towards about sex so that I wou . my father for what he had done prompted me to 
d h I h d · 1 create a man inside myself. That's when JackSmith* came along. My real knOW What tO 0 W en a a gtr- name, Mark Johnson, had become the "Dead Man Walking" because I didn't 
frl'end. That was h 'ts way of trying to want to be called Mark Johnson ever again. I was two people- Mark Johnson, the Dead Man Walking and Jack Smith, the new guy. 
make me think that what he was 
doing wasn't wrong. 
www.newexpression. oro 
*names have been changed to protect the writer's identity. 
Continued on the next page 
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By the time I was three, I had only seen my father, JackSmith Sr., two or 
three times. He had not been involved with the family very much. My father had 
also spent time in prison for molesting two children. He claimed he never did 
molest those children, and at the time I believed him. 
caused my sister Marcia to cry. The more my parents screamed the more upset 
she became. Marcia grabbed her coat and walked out of her room threatening to 
leave home. My father stopped her from leaving the house before they got into a 
heated argument. 
I was nine when my father was released from prison. God knows how 
happy I was to see him. I just knew from the moment I saw him that he was 
going to be the father that I had always wanted to have in my life. For the most 
Before I knew it everyone was screaming. At one point my father made a 
motion if he was about to hit one of my sisters so I hit him first. I hit him in the 
face twice. My mom came in and stopped me from hitting my dad for a while. But 
part he was. He always showed love to everybody in 
my family. 
What I loved most about my father, was that we 
had the same name, Jack Smith, but only mine includ-
ed the middle name Mark. 
Shortly after being released from prison my 
father's behavior began to change. He became verbal-
ly abusive towards me and the rest of my family. It 
was around that time that he began molesting me. 
My father had found work doing construction 
after he was released from prison. He use to take me 
with him to work. I use to enjoy going to work with him 
and learning different things about his job. I especially 
enjoyed hanging out with him after work. 
Sometimes we would go to fun places and hangout 
before going home. But it was during those times after 
work that he began molesting me. He always tried to 
make it seem as if what was going on was natural. At 
the lime it was hard for me to really make sense of it 
all . 
When I turned 14, I got to the point where I did 
not want to be around my father, mainly because of 
what he was doing to me. This caused him to talk 
harshly about me. He began worrying about whether I 
would tell my mother about our secret. I told him that I 
would never tell. 
Outside of home things were going wrong for my 
father. He had been doing work for people and not fin-
Ishing the jobs. One night my mother and I were up 
late talking about my father and she said she felt 
something bad was going to happen to him. Thirty-
minutes later, he was knocking on our door, pounding 
like someone was after him. My mom opened the door 
and saw the lower part of his pants covered in blood. 
They had holes in them about the size of a quarter. 
My mom took a few steps back as my father walked 
into the door slowly looking like he was about to fall 
out. My father had not completed work for some peo-
ple. To let it be known they let their dogs attack my 
father. The problems continued to get worse. 
A pivotal point came a week after my fifteenth 
birthday. My mom and dad got into a big fight that 
" I'm sure I had a look on 
my face that suggested that 
I might come to school one 
day and shoot up every-
body that got on my nerves. 
Sometimes I feel that way 




.----------------- over yet. I 
"Because a human can't hurt the 
dead 
You can destroy the cemeteries 
and our beds 
But you can't kill the band of the 
dead 
No matter how much you make us 
sad or mad 
We will still walk the earth hunting 
those who are bad 
Reminding them that they can not 
kill the band of the dead 
Bringing up in your head the 
things you said about me and my 
crew in the past 
Don't even know how long they're 
life is going to last 
Don't even know why you're aging 
so fast 
Don't even know that it's me and 
my band playing strange music 
that you thing is Jazz 
Don't even know how to kill the 
band of the dead 
You see I'm dead and gone but not 
for long I'm gonna always come 
back with a new song 
Just me and my band coming from 
the Dead Zone 
If you see us you see our bones 
Reminding everyone in the land 
that you still can't kill the band of 
the dead 
No matter how many times you try 
to hurt me I'm gonna keep singing 
lAnd no matter how many times you 
try to kill me I'm gonna keep 
talking 
Just me and my band 
lam 











I told my 
mother 
what he 
"My mom told me that 
she had an idea some-
thing bad had happened 
between my father and I, 
but she said she never 
thought he would molest 
his own son." 
had been doing to me. I had wanted to tell someone 
about him molesting me. I had started to become con-
fused about who I was and I did not want to feel that 
way. I was already having a hard time in school. Kids 
at school were talking about me and calling me names 
like fag. 
They would ask questions like "Are you gay?" 
"Are you a virgin?" "Do you like girls?" because I was 
so quiet and reserved in school. The mean things they 
would say angered me and I think it showed. I'm sure 
I had a look on my face that suggested that I might 
come to school one day and shoot up everybody that 
got on my nerves. 
Sometimes I feel that way because of all the 
pain inside. 
Regardless, I told my mom everything that 
had happened to me. My mother cried for days. I 
thought she was going to be mad at me, but she was-
n't. She knew that it wasn't my fault. My mother cares 
about me so much. Instead, she got me to counseling. 
Because of that, I love my mother more than I loved 
her before. 
My mom told me that she had an idea some-
thing bad had happened between my father and I but 
she said she never thought he would molest his own 
son. I know this was hard for her. 
Because of what he did to me, as well as other chil-
dren in and out of our family, which we later learned, 
my father went back to prison. 
I do not speak to my father much anymore. 
When I do he refers to me as a "Bitch" and other 
derogatory words. But I can live with that. I know that 
he is ashamed of what he did. I wonder if he can live 
with that shame? 
I'm now 16. I write poetry and songs and drawpictures 
as a release for me. But I don't want to sign my real 
name on any of my work. So I have taken my middle 
name Jack and replaced it with my mom's maiden 
name Smith. Now I'm Jack Smith, not Mark Johnson. 
He is now dead. In my mind he is no more though I 
know he still exists inside of me. ·He is the Dead Man 
Walking . 
October 2003 
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Getting Help is Urgent When Sexual Abuse Occurs 
By Jesse Hall 
Crane Tech Prep Common 
In Chicago alone, more than 3,000 children are 
reported sexually abused each year. For each 
reported act of sexual abuse about five acts of 
abuse go unreported, experts said . 
Sexual abuse can result in feelings of shame, 
guilt, distrust, and post-traumatic stress disorder for 
victims. Other feelings include anger, helplessness, 
hatred, confusion, fear, regret, loneliness, and sad-
ness. 
"Children have a soul given to them by God. 
That soul should develop and not be interrupted. 
When it is, it leaves a scar," said AJ Ragland, senior 
child abuse investigator for Chicago's Children's 
Advocacy Center. 
"When a child is sexually abused I consider the 
act as the murdering of a soul," he said. 
Feelings caused by sexual abuse can result in 
suicide, criminality, substance abuse and other prob-
lems that may harm the victim or someone else, 
experts said. 
"This is not an issue that should be 
ignored. Years ago the issue was 
swept under the carpet but society 
has developed. It now recognizes 
that the best solution for dealing with 
the problem is to bring it out into the 
open and make sure victims get 
help," 
Al Ragland, senior child abuse investi-
gator, Chicago's Children's Advocacy 
Center. 
When sexual abuse occurs it's urgent for victims 
to report it and seek help from trained professional 
immediately. Victims who try to deal with the effects 
of sexual abuse themselves can become over-
whelmed and confused, especially younger victims, 
experts said. 
"It's like boiling water. If you let the water s1t on 
the stove for too long it will bubble up and you can't 
predict when it will explode," Ragland said. 
Ragland said that what he means by explode is that 
frustrated people will do just about anything to help 
themselves get away from their pain. When that per-
son can't escape the pain they may end up hurting 
themselves or someone else without understanding 
why they are doing it. 
"That's why it is important to seek help from a 
professional immediately," he said. 
Social workers and counselors help victims of 
sexual abuse overcome their pain by helping them 
www.newexpression.org 
make sense of the situation and.-----------
assist them in moving forward 
in life. 
"They help you find your 
way. They are like compasses 
pointing to the direction that 
brings you satisfaction without 
destroying your individuality," 
Ragland said. 
As part of the recovery vic-
tims must talk about their 
painful experiences and emo-
tions. Victims must understand 
that what happened to them 
was not their fault." 
In the minds of every child 
that's been molested they say 
to themselves, 'It's all my fault ' 
They must understand that 
what happened is the abuser's 
fault," Ragland said 
In several instances sexual abuse takes place m 
the home and IS carried out by a fam1ly member. 
When this occurs, it can be twice as difficult for the 
victim to understand why this has happened to them 
"When abuse happens w1th in the family It brings 
up huge issues of trust, betrayal, and a loss of safe-
ty," said Janis James, director of clinical services for 
the Tennyson Center for Children in Denver, CO. 
"Many young people of sexual abuse ask them-
selves what they did to be treated this way by their 
parent(s). They say to themselves, 'If I was a better 
kid, mom or dad wouldn 't have hurt me,'" she said. 
"They also must understand that this 1s some-
thing they did," she said. 
Sexual abuse happens in all kinds of families, 
said Scott Keenan, director of research and policy at 
the Chicago Children's Advocacy Center. 
"It happens in the best of families, in the best 
neighborhoods. It's not a reflection of the family. That 
NE file photo 
Victims must understand that seeking help also 
entails reporting abuse to the police. 
"I t's hard for young people to consider having 
the1r parent arrested because most youth would 
rather have their parents around no matter how bad 
a parent has hurt them," James said. 
"But reporting abuse to the police is part of the 
process and a step to prevent further abuse from 
happening," he said. 
The same goes for victims who have been 
molested by someone other than a family member. 
"This is not an issue that should be ignored. 
Years ago the issue was swept under the carpet but 
society has developed. It now recognizes that the 
best solution for dealing with the problem is to bring 
it out into the open and make sure victims get help," 
Ragland said. 
has to be understood by the victim and the.---~---1111111!!11111~---~~--------.. 
family," he said. Sexual Abuse Statistics 
While sexual abuse affects every 
racial, cultural and soc1o-economic group, 
reported child victims in Chicago tend to 
be black, Latino or disadvantaged, accord-
ing to information provided by the Chicago 
Children's Advocacy Center. 
When sexual abuse occurs in or out 
of the home it is important for social work-
ers and counselors to work with the family 
as well as the victim. 
"It can be difficult for all members of 
the family to comprehend. Then there are 
feelings of shame, embarrassment and 
denial," Keenan said. "These feelings 
need to be worked through and the family 
needs to support one another." 
In 2002, 247,730 sexual assaults were reported in the 
us. 
*93% of juvenile sexual assault victims knew their attack-
er; 34.2% were family members and 58.7% acquaintanc-
es. Only seven percent of the perpetrators were 
strangers to the victim. 
*One sexual assault occurs every two minutes in 
America 
*About 44% of rape victims are under age 18. Three out 
of every twenty victims (15%) are under age 12. 
Information by U S Department or Jusllco 
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Here are some informative books on sexual abuse: 
I you're a victim of rape or sexual abuse, 
hese sources can help: 
he National Child Abuse Hotline provides 24-hour phone counselling for Canada and 
he United States: 1-800-422-4453 (toll-free). 
eenage and Young Parents Resources: 
http://www.vachss.com/help_text/teen_parents.html 
Rape101 .com : 
http://www.rape1 01 .com/links.htm 
Health Care Information Resources (Canadian site with many helpful links): 
http://hsl.mcmaster.ca/tomflem/sexassault.html 
hicago Children's Advocacy Center 24-hour phone line (312) 492-3700 
.,, _ Internet site: www.ChicagoCAC.org) 
... 
l'"-
Chicago Center For Family Health -Provides counseling services. (312) 372-4731 
Center For Contextual Change - Provides counseling and support. 
kokie Office (main office) (847) 676-4447 
ak Park Office (708) 386-8145 
lsurvive.org 
.isurvive.org provides various links for those seeking support and help. 
Rape Victim Advocates 
22 S Morgan St 
hicago, IL 60607-3009 
12-733-6954 
Rape Victims Advocates 
1641 N Lorel Ave 
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"A Safe Place" takes readers on a 
journey through the painful jour-
ney traveled by sexually abused 
teens who are trying to cope with 
their suffering and shame and 
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"It Happened To Me" is written by a psychologist who works 
with sexually abused teens. The book reveals what happened 
to the teens and looks at the impact it had on their lives. 
"How Long Does it Hurt" looks at three personal stories told by 
incest survivors who share details about their struggle to heal 
and live again. 
October 2003 
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IPhotOpinion 
PhotOpinion: Should the Recording Industry go after file sharers? 
James Moebus, 20 Kenneth Towns, 20 Cory Gross, 19 
"Yes the music industry should go after people. 
It's illegal because it is essentially stealing." 
"Yes. I am in the music industry myself and it is 
taking money from the artists. I know I don't 
want anyone taking money from me." 
"No, I think music should be free to an extent, 
because music is an expression that should 
always be heard." 
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File Sharers 2 - RIAA 0 
Makers of file sharing software sue, RIAA with-
draws a lawsuit 
By NE staff 
I n an unexpected move, the makers of the file sharing software Kazaa 
have filed a lawsuit against the music industry. 
According to Sharman Networks, the Recording Industry Association of 
America has been using file trading networks to track down file-traders: the 
catch is that recording industry informants have sometimes used Kazaa-Lite, a 
spy-ware free and unauthorized version of Kazaa, in their search. 
Sharman also continues to claim that the RIAA is violating antitrust laws by 
stopping the company from distributing legitimate content on their file-sharing 
network. 
In related news, a mistake by the RIM's identification methods has fueled 
the fires of RIAA critics: the industry recently withdrawing one of many recent 
subpoenas after mistakenly identifying a 66-year-old woman as someone who 
was illegally sharing rap MP3's. 
Among the songs Sarah Seabury Ward, a 66-year-old sculptor from the 
Boston area, was accused of sharing was "I'm a Thug." by the rapper Trick 
Daddy. ........,_ 
Ward, 66, a self-described "computer neophyte," never installed file-shar-
ing software according to her lawyer. Jeffrey Beeler. 
Beeler complained to the RIAA, demanding an apology and "dismissal with 
prejudice" of the lawsuit, which would prohibit future lawsuits against her. Foley 
Hoag, the Boston firm representing the record labels dropped the case, but 
would not rule out future lawsuits. 
"Please note, however, that we will continue our review of the issues you 
raised and we reserve the right to refile the complaint against Mrs. Ward if and 
when circumstances warrant," Colin J. Zick, the RIAA's lawyer, wrote to Beeler. 
It is unclear where the apparent mistake originated. Ward uses a Macintosh 
computer. Kazaa only runs on Windows-based personal computers. 
October 2003 
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Health 
Lay Off the Freedom Fries 
By NE Staff 
Why does it always seem like there are more 
teenagers at the local fast food joints than at the 
neighborhood gym or basketball courts? Why can 
teens recognize the jingle to a popular food com-
mercial and not know how to ride a bike? 
Technology, video games and television have 
turned teenagers into couch potatoes. It is under-
standable that you would rather go for a Big Mac 
than broccoli, but enough is enough. We as a socie-
ty have reached an all time high on the obesity rate 
in this country. 
In just forty-three-years the obesity rate has 
risen fifty-percent, according to the Center for 
Disease Control. Today, just over 15 percent (almost 
9 million) children and teens ages 6-19 are over-
weight, according to information by the CDC. 
The more weight we gain the less amount of 
time we will have in the end. Obesity is the cause 
for many physical and mental aliments, many which 
carry over into adulthood. High blood pressure, dia-
betes, high cholesterol , low self-esteem, and prob-
lems in school all result from being over weight. In 
adulthood hypertension, stroke, gal stones, sleep 
apnea, gout and heart disease all are normal and 
deadly problems. 
Stop obesity, get on the right track. First, 
always ask a physician how your weight and health 
is, remember, puberty does add weight and you 
may just need time to grow out of it. 
Second, don't make a weight goal for yourself, 
you don't want to lose a considerable amount of 
weight by calorie crunching, you want to slow down 
_ your weight gain, and grow out of it. 
Never get on a diet, it is very harmful; instead 
www.newexpression.org 
. . 
offer alternatives to junk 
food, trade a cookie for an 
apple or carrot sticks. 
Parents happen to 
have a habit of thinking 
that a clean plate is a 
happy plate, but it is just 
fine to eat until you are 
full. As a family exercise, 
going for a walk or a bike 
ride in the afternoon is a 
fun and easy way to enjoy 
the air, your family and 
keep your body healthy. 
Turn off the television! 
Get into an after school 
activity, it builds self 
esteem; self control and 
helps you make new 
friends, while staying fit. 
Many teens love cheer-
leading, dancing, track, 
football and basketball . 
Also clean out those cabi-
nets, take out the junk 
food, and add more 
healthy vegetables, and 
fruits. 
Last but not least, 
always remember, no two 
people are alike, just 
because you are not the 
same size as Tyra Banks, does not mean you are NE File Photo 
fat! Hey you! Yeah, you. The one reading this caption. Put down those fries and pick up 
a carrot stick! 
ommunrcatron encourages wntten an 
forms of submissions from its staff and 
readers. 
Youth Communication considers submissions to be a 
representation of authorship and a consent to reprint in 
full or as abridged or modified in New Expression 
NEW EXPRESSION is published monthly except in July, 
August and January by Youth Communication, a not-for-
profit organization. 
Our mailing address is: 
600 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago, Illinois, 60605-1996 
Our administrative office is located at: 
623 S. Wabash Ave. Room 207, Chicago, Illinois, 60605-
1996. 
Phone: (312) 922-7150 Fax: (312) 922-7151. 
Email submissions to: brentw@youth-comm.org 





I shion 101: An Introduction 
1: Brittani King 
ornton High School 
Everywhere you 
are, no matter 
where you are, 
you're being 
watched just like 
you watch other 
people. The way 
you dress is a 





An example of 
this is that really 
happy people tend to wear a lot of bright colors 
more often than those who may be depressed 
Some colors that may indicate a sense of shyness 
would be pale colors or a pastel because of a 
change in the season like the start of spring This is 
what makes you the person that you are 
There are right ways to dress as well as wrong 
ways to dress. Just remember how to dress appro-
priately for that particular occasion. Picture this, it's 
a sunny and hot day and you get to school and the 
first girl you see has on a m1cro-mini and a halter. 
Wouldn t your first thought be "What is she doing? 
Wouldn 't your first thought be "What is she doing? 
That is not cute." When people do come to school 
dressed like that it does draw a lot of attention, but 
not the right kind. 
The point is at some point everyone wants to 
be not1ced. but we have to figure out the right way 
"Be yourself and have your 
own style. Don't wear 
something because you see 
everyone else wearing it. 
Don't be afraid to start your 
own trend." 
to get that attent1on You can look cute in whatever 
you wear but if you're try1ng to Impress someone 
leave something to the imagination 
In every g1rl there's something special you have 
that no one else does Its Important to show your 
best features and downplay your not so good fea-
tures . If you're short and petite you may want to 
look a little taller so people can see you from a dif-
ferent perspective You can do th1s by contrasting 
SUNDAY OCTOBER 5, 2003 
your height w1th a pair of Capri's or a knee length 
skirt. 
17 
When you see other people you think look 
nice1t's not only because of what they're wearing, 
but the att1tude that they carry and that person's 
amount of confidence. The key is to do what you 
thmk IS cool and feel good about it. Don't forget how 
Important 1t IS to be comfortable in whatever you 
wear If 1t's too t1ght, go for a larger s1ze Don't be 
afraid to wear larger sized clothes. A lot of g1rls have 
that feeling so they end up wearing something that's 
two s1zes too small 
Be yourself and have your own style Trends 
are definitely in but don't wear something because 
you see everyone else wearing it. Don t be afraid to 
start your own trend 
A lot of people thmk that others w1ll make nega-
tive comments about their new style but you have to 
have confidence and if you think its cute go for 1t 
Sometimes. my fashion ideas are weird but 
once I try 1t, a lot of people liked 1t Be confident and 
don t go all out to fit m Express yourself and be 
happy. If people are too focused on the way you 
look they have a problem with their own confidence 
and self-esteem. 
Remember. as a good fnend told me "You make 
the clothes The clothes don't make you. 
-
"Perfect Timing" for a hit 
www.newexpression.org 
By Vanessa Tillman 
Jones College Prep 
~ 
C hicago's own, Boo & 
Gotti, recently released 
their debut album, 'Perfect 
Tim1ng" 
The production on th1s 
album makes 1t worthy of 
pra1se One of the best 
tracks "Amt It Man," fea-
tures Cash Money Records 
artist, Lil' Wayne, and 1s 
produced by Leslie 
Brathwaite, who also 
worked with Baby, 112, 
Mon1ca, and Mack 10. 
The track is basically 
about what they have 
achieved nnd what they've 
been through to achieve 11. 
Another hot song is 
"Dear Ghetto " This track 
features Chicago's own 
pied piper of R & B, R. 
Kelly and is a song of remembrance for fallen com-
rades and a message about staying strong desp1te 
hard times. 
Though there are a lot of hot tracks on this 
album. there are st1ll some songs that are average 
and not as appealing as others The song "600" fea-
tures Blackch1ld and is about cars and matenal pos-
sessions they have acquired 
Every other rapper writes about jewelry, cars. 
and money. so Boo & Gott1 should try to stray from 
doing the same 
The song "Chicago" is dedicated to Boo & 
Gott1's hometown and the concept of the song is ""' 
good. but the Iynes could have been more creative 
and appealing 
The rap duo. who are s1gned to Cash 
Money/Universal Records, has been featured on the 
"Undisputed" and "Fast and the Funous'' sound-
tracks and worked with artists ranging from Lil' 
Wayne, Ja Rule, and Big Tymers to Jermaine Dupri, 
Usher and R Kelly 
They were featured on R. Kelly's rem1xes of 
"Fiesta. " "Feeling On Your Booty", and "I Wish ." 
It's Boo & Gotti's time to shine and their debut 
album is worthy every cent 
October 2003 
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Opinion 
Is Pimp Juice Bad For You? 
Name of Nelly's New Juice Stirs Controversy 
By Vanessa Tillman 
Jones College Prep 
In September, rap superstar Nelly, launched his 
own energy drink, "Pimp Juice". Since then, there 
, have been boycotts against the drink being market-
ed and sold to teenagers and kids. 
Critics say the name of the drink puts the pimp 
lifestyle into a positive light and that it is unaccept-
able because it's sending the wrong message to 
youth. 
The name of this controversial drink came from 
the fourth single off of Nelly's hit album, Nellyville. In 
response to the boycotts, Nelly recently publicly 
explained, "You've heard the song - money, fame or 
intellect. It don't matter. Pimp juice is anything that 
attracts the opposite sex. Whatever you're using to 
get ahead or whatever you think people are really 
talking to you for, that's kinda like your juice." 
Traditionally, a pimp is someone who uses women 
to make his money. The traditional pimp was known 
for degrading and physically abusing women. A 
pimp was a prostitute's master. 
Today, the word is used as slang that refers to 
a person who has a lot of money, dresses nice, and 
has things that other people want. It's not as offen-
sive as it used to be. But many critics seem to think 
otherwise. 
Scott of North Carolina recently stated, 
"The black community is in danger, right 
now. As black men we should be build-
ing a nation of strong black leaders, not 
a nation of super energized, drunk 
pimps." 
There are many different views on 
the drink. Pimp Juice is the newest of 
Nelly's financial ventures, which include 
his Vokal clothing line, Apple Bottoms 
clothing line, Derrty Entertainment, and 
part ownership of a NASCAR team. 
Nelly is the first music artist to market 
and name a drink. 
Maybe the idea of Pimp Juice is not 
that bad. After all , Pimp Juice is a non-
carbonated, energy drink and consists 
of 10 percent apple juice, with 100 per-
cent vitamin C, B6, B 12, riboflavin, 
niacin, and panothenic acid. Even if the 
name may not be that healthy, the drink 
itself is. 
Though young people pay close 
attention to the influence of their favorite 
celebrities, a simple name of a drink 
won't have that large of an impact. 
Nelly's new beverage, Pimp Juice, has caused some commotion 
among community activists. 
Today, there are worse things affecting young 
In protest against the product, the Rev. Paul 
,,-.r----.. --.. .-.---.----. Although the rapper has explained himself 
numerous times before, it's not enough for the 
people such as drugs, guns, and violence. I wonder 
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activists. Maybe Nelly should stress to his fans and 
the community that he is not glamorizing the tradi-
tional pimp lifestyle and not encouraging young peo-
ple to be pimps. Maybe there should be a warning 
label placed on the drink stating this. 
Regardless, a simple energy drink won't ruin 
anyone's life. Right? It's safer than walking to 
school. 
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October 7 DVDs 
The Chucky Collection 
Down With Love 
They Live 
October 1 0 Movies 
Good Boy! 
The House of the 
Kill Bill Vol. 1 
October 14 DVDs 
The Matrix Reloaded 
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
Transformers Season 3 Part 1 
October 1 7 Movies 
Pieces of April 
Runaway Jury 
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
October 21, DVDs 
28 Days Later 
The Adventures of Indiana Jones 
· Batman - Mystery of the Batwoman 
Charlie's Angels - Full Throttle 
The Italian Job 
October 24 Movies 
Brother Bear 
Gothika 
Scary Movie 3 
October 28, 2003 
The Hulk - Special Edition 
Millennium Actress 
The Sopranos - The Complete Fourth 
The Sopranos, America's favorite 
"Fam1ly," comes back to DVD on 
october 28 in The Sopranos, the 
Complete Fourth Season 
Season P.-~-----11111!11---. Uma Thurman stars 1n Director 
October 31 Movies Quentin Tarranttno's first film tn 6 
Alien: The Director's Cut years, "K1II Bill Vol 1," Open1ng 
Dirt October 10. 
Shattered Glass 
Suspended Animation 
SUNDAY OCTOBER S, 2003 
Concerts/ CD Releases 
October CD Releases 
Tuesday, October 7 
LIVING COLOUR CollideOscope 
LUDACRIS Chicken and Beer 
PRIMUS An1mals should not try to act like people 
Tuesday, October 14 
GANGSTA BOO Enqu1ring M1nds, Vol. 2. The Soap 
Opera 
ME'SHELL NDEGEOCELLO Comfort Woman 
Tuesday, October 21 
THE STROKES Room On F1re (RCA) 
JANE'S ADDICTION Max1mum 
Tuesday, October 28 




Metro, 10/5-6, 10/5 18 & over, 10/6 all-age 
MARILYN MANSON 
Aragon, 10/17 
RAPHAEL SAADIQ, TONY TONI TONE, JOI 
House of Blues. 10/7 
SOULIVE, ME'SHELL NDEGEOCELLO 
House of Blues, 10/17-18, 18 & over 
INDIA.ARIE 
VIC, 10/23 
CRACKER, COWBOY MOUTH 
House of Blues, 10/24-25, 18 & over 
FUEL 
House of Blues, 10/29 
NSANE CLOWN POSSE, BONE THUGS-N-HAR-
MONY 
Riviera, 10/30 
Rock p1oneer Me'Shell 
NdegeOcello's new CD, Comfort 
Woman, comes to stores on 
Tuesday, October 14 
Marylin Manson comes to the 
Aragon Ball Room on October 
17 Just 1n t1me for Halloween. 
Did You Know ... Things to do around Chicago 
The Play On Cabaret Salutes Great Amencan Song at Max1m's: The Nancy Goldberg International Center 24 E. Goethe St Chicago cabaret stars salute The Great American Song at this monthly series. The series 
which has been extended is highlighted by a valentine concert presented as part of Chicago's annual "Just 
Say Cabaret" week in February. Admission is $15 For reservations, call 312-742-1748 
1~ 
Leaning 
of Pi sa has Chicago Dreams: An Installation by Alan Stone. September 20 - November 16, 2003 at the Michigan Avenue 
-
never 
straight Galleries, Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St., Chicago Viewers entering this installation will ""' 
www. newexpression. orq 
encounter eight foot high "talking heads," video projections of Chicagoans from all walks of life recounting 
their most memorable sleeping dreams. Call 312-744-6630 for more information. 
The Poetry Band Wednesday, October 22; 6pm at Maxim's: The Nancy Goldberg International Center, 24 E. 
Goethe St. The Poetry Band,combines the rigors of formal poetry with improvisational free-style to create as 
sensual alchemy of poetry, music and song. After the program there will be salon style reception. $10 open 
admission, $8 for students, artists and members of poetry organizations. For reservations, call 312-7 42-
1748 
Live Music Nowl Programs for Young People: Ballet Chicago Thursday, October 23; 10:30am and 12pm at 
the Chicago Cultural Center, Preston Bradley Hall, 78 E. Washington St., Chicago. Live Music Now! pres-
ents various music styles from a range of cultures. It is organized by the International Music Foundation for 
students in the Chicago Public Schools. Call 312-7 44-6630 for more information. ., 
October 2003 
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Horror 
October is a time for ghosts, goblins ... and the ghouls of celluloid. Which are the scariest? Which will give you the most scream 
for your dollar? New Expression scoured area video stores and came up with a list of films that will make your flesh crawl. 
Carrie 
Sissy Spacek stars as Carrie, a social outcast 
whose rage turns into telekinetic powers. She uses 
her powers to exact revenge on her tormentors. By 
exacting revenge, we mean killing the bullies in very 
violent ways. This movie will make you think twice 
the next time you try stuffing some nerd in a locker. 
Night of the Living Dead 
Radiation from a fallen satellite has caused the 
dead to walk, and hunger for human flesh. Once bit-
ten, you become one of them. And the only way to 
kill one 1s by a shot or blow to the head. Oh yeah, 
the black guy ACTUALLY SURVIVES UNTIL THE 






For etter Lock Your Door ... " 
Everyone knows who Freddy is. Everyone has seen at least one of the 7 films featuring the scourge of 
Elm Street. Everyone knows never to go to sleep when he's around. So why do people still love Freddy? 
His sense of humor. That's got to be it. It's not his fashion sense, that's for sure. 
The Exorcist 
This 1973 thriller set a milestone for 
screen terror with its unflinching 
depiction of a young girl who is 
possessed by an evil spirit. If 
you've seen this movie, then you 
know what we mean by unfl inch-
ing; if you haven't, rent it. You'll 
never look at pea soup or crabs 
the same way again. 
.. 
Evil Dead Series 
Our hero, Ash and four friends go one 
a vacation. Unfortunately, they find an 
evil book, and one by one the friends 
are possessed, becoming "deadites." 
Of course, the only way to kill a "dea-
dite" is by total bodily dismemberment. 
The "Evil Dead" series are some of the 
goriest films ever made. Don't eat for 
30 minutes after watching them. 
October 2003 




PhotOpionon: What's the scariest movie you've seen? 
Marcus Dolly, 20. 
UHalloween is scary. The music is what really 
makes it scary because when you hear the 
music you know Michael Myers is coming." 
Jackie Garland, 21 
'The Ring was really scary After seemg that 
movie I couldn't sleep for days. The worst part 
was when the gtrl came out of the T V It was 
so real!" 
Horror characters invade stores 
NE File Photo 
Freddy and Jason from Sideshow Toys' 12-lnch 
Modern Horror Line. Price and availability are to be 
determined. 
www.newexpression.org 
Halloween is your favorite t1me of year You 
love all the spooky movie characters How can you 
show your love of Dracula, Michael Myers. and their 
scary movie bretheren all year? 
Several toy compames offer a variety of horror-
related toys 
McFarlane Toys 
Com1c book magnate Todd McFarlane's toy 
company offers more than com1c book related toys 
His line of movie monsters, named the Mov1e 
Maniacs, are readily available at most toy and 
movie stores. Ten dollars w1ll get you a McFarlane 
Toys Mov1e Mamacs figure. Some playsets, like the 
Alien Queen from the Aliens series of films, cost 
$24.99. 
Jakks Pacific 
Known for the1r Dragonball Z and WWE figures, 
Jakks will be producing a line of monster action fig-
ures based on classic characters like the Mummy 
and Dracula. These figures should be showing up 
on toy store shelves soon. 
Sideshow Toys 
Sideshow Toys offers premium modern horror 
toys, such as 12-inch versions of Freddy and Jason 
from the recent film "Freddy v Jason." Sideshow 
collectibles range in price from $20 for 
Frankenstein, to $140 for Count Orlock from 
"Nosferatu." Sideshow collectibles are available at 
Suncoast and their website, sideshowtoy.com. 
Ryan Aldrich , 18 
UThe Texas Chainsaw Massacre. It was awe-
some Just brutal It was based on a true story 
so rt was more realtstic. That really made it 
scary" 
I 
• J all styles and edors 
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Photo Essay 
October's photo page features work from young artists who took part in the HeArt of Brighton Park summer program. The program was hosted by 
the Brighton Park Youth Council and sponsored by Mayor Daley's 9th Dist. KidStart YouthNet and the Chicago Dept. of Human Services Youth 
Division and others. 
photo by Carina Benitez 
photo by Jessie Avilez 
www.newexpression.org 
photo by Jessica Benitez 
photo by Daisy 
Zamora 
photo by Bianca Aneliz 
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(Hrcks & R.ind Rds ) 
PIP<l\1' Ci!ll 011r 24 hour JOb hne ill 
1-888-4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4476 
(hi€ SNVICIO l!'lef6nlt0 E'SI.% di'•J.IOillble ('0 ~J.Idllol) 
www.upsjobs.com/chicago 
Chicago, IL 60605 





GPt s wuch en 
$23,000* lo1 Colle" 
rmanc•ill As •stance 
von s new yout 
NE LAUNCHES TEEN 
CLASSIFIED SECTION 
BUY OR SELL CARS, 





NESS OR EVENTS 
1ST STANDARD AD FREE 
ONLY $2.50 FOR 3 LINES 
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 312-922-7150 
ADS MUST BE PREPAID 
CHECK OR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
J.j 
NE C/assifieds are sponsored by UPS, your source for student financial aid. 
www.newexpression. oro October 2003 
r 
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Poetry These poems are from young artists who took part m the HeArt of Bnghton Park summer program The program was hosted by the Bnghton Park Youth Council and sponsored by Mayor Daley's 9th D1st 
KidStart YouthNet and the Chicago Dept of Human Serv1ces Youth DJvisJon and others. 
We Write I am afraid 
by Ana Morales by Johanna Anzo 
We write, I am afraid to love 
because we can't talk and to be loved. 
.. Wewrite, I don't know, but I can't seem to trust myself with anyone. because we can't 
express ourselves like For the first time 
others I felt as if I were opening 
my heart to you, 
We write, 
because picking up but I shut the door 
a truthful pen to my heart out of fear. 
is better than opening I am afraid of hurting 
A mouth full of lies. and ... to end up hurt. 
Shape The Future -Teach A Child. 
An education in Child Development is rewording and offers a wide array 
of career opportunities. At the City Colleges of Chicago, you con learn 
child development theory and skills needed to teach preschool, assist 
teachers of elementary school children and much more. We offer affordable, 
quality education that's right in your community. Upon program completion 
you con earn on associate degree or certificate and practice your child 
development skill in day core facilities, hospitals and schools. 
We hove transfer agreement that align 208 programs at 52 senior level 
universities. Consider City Colleges of Chicago and shape your future . 
• 
Untitled 2 
By Ana Morales 
"I hate you," 
she said 
"Leave me alone," 
she yelled . 
I don't know what to do with-
out her. 
She was my friend, my sister. 
She doesn't know that she 
means a lot to me. 
I look up to her excellence. 
I remember saying "I want to 
be like you when I grow up." 
Now I w ish I didn't 
